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Current situation and how we got here
Building regulations were introduced after the Napier Earthquake 
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The building code is meant to provide a level of protection, but that’s a fallacy. People 
thought that the code was a safe target. We need to move beyond just being happy 
with the minimum requirement of the being preventing Death. Death Dollars 
Downtime. 90% of the CBD needed to be demolished.
That’s about as unsustainable as it gets…all that demolition waste going to landfill 
and the resource to rebuild etc etc
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NZ building is over 20 years out of date compared to many OECD countries with 
similar climates. The to the earthquake rebuild has largely been an opportunity 
squandered.
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Bahnstadt Heidelberg, Germany. These people had the vision for 4000 people living in 
zero energy homes. The largest group of passive houses in the world. Where once the 
was a disused railway shunting yard. Last years conference I did a 20min talk and the 
next day I hoped on a plane to Cardiff to present on sustainable architecture at a 
conference in Wales.
I dropped in to Germany on the way back. 
Negligence
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Building Code is meant to be a level of protection for society
Do you know who this is.  The building on the right is a give away. Disney concert hall. 
Renouned American architect Frank Gehry says architecture should do something for 
Humanity.
I think we as designers need to try to look at the wider context of what we are 
creating…  and our client understanding of how everything we do is nest in a bigger 
system.
Frank was talking about something else but the same applies for 98% of our building 
code in NZ. And what the problem with that? Well …NZ building code is over 20 years 
out of date compared to many OECD countries with similar climates.  OUR BUILDINGS 
ARE GARBAGE and the are not fit for purpose and making us sick. 
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MH: SHAW floors contacted for new image.

KEY POINTS:
Embodied carbon = carbon dioxide emissions associated with raw material extraction, manufacture, transport and construction
Operational emissions = all carbon dioxide emitted during the life of a building 
Need to consider both (i.e.high performance materials could offset their efficiency through higher embodied carbon)

NARRATIVE: 
Embodied carbon is a measure of the carbon dioxide emissions associated with the raw material extraction, manufacture, 
transport and construction of building materials.

This is as opposed to operational emissions, which are all carbon dioxide emitted during the life of a building from such 
processes as heating, cooling, and lighting. 

Why worry about embodied carbon?
• Reducing embodied carbon represents immediate ‘savings’: it is carbon that has not gone into the atmosphere. Reductions 

in operational emissions are future reductions. To minimize global warming and climate change, it’s important to reduce 
the quantity of emissions as soon as possible.

• National Trust for Historic Preservation’s The Greenest Building: Quantifying the Value of Building Reuse: “It takes 10 to 80 
years for a new building that is 30 percent more efficient than an average-performing existing building to overcome, 
through operations, the negative climate change impacts related to the construction process.”

• Energy-efficient buildings may be using more, and more carbon-intensive, materials to achieve lower operational emissions. 
Therefore it is important to design for net reductions.

References
• National Trust for Historic Preservation’s The Greenest Building: Quantifying the Value of Building Reuse

• http://www.preservationnation.org/information-center/sustainable-communities/green-
lab/lca/The_Greenest_Building_lowres.pdf

• Embodied Carbon: Measuring How Building Materials Affect Climate. BuildingGreen.com, April 2011.
• http://www.buildinggreen.com/auth/article.cfm/2011/3/30/Embodied-Carbon-Measuring-How-Building-

Materials-Affect-Climate/
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I am an Architectural Activist, a Design Disprupter. We have the best job in world 
….but with it comes a huge responsibility and one which I take very seriously. All 
Architects and Designers have the opportunity to change lives and and we can design 
and construct building that heal the climate. The serendipitous side effect is they can 
make people happier, healthier, wealthier. We can literally pull carbon out of the sky 
and lock it up in building, using carbon sequestering materials, natural non-toxic 
materials. We have the technology now it just requires a paradigm-shift. (net zero 
energy,  zero waste, zero water etc, energy positive) We and a small number of you 
already design zero carbon buildings. Just as producers of products, from design 
through to manufacture are increasingly being required to. We all need to be 
responsible for the environmental credentials of our designs. I believe they should be 
beautiful too. 
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New Zealand is wonderfully innovative. We push the boundaries and punch above 
our weight in many sectors,  produce world class science, music and art and without 
a doubt some beautiful innovative architecture – so, why are our buildings so 
inefficient? World wide building produce 1/3 of GHG’s, consume 40% of energy, (70% 
in cities), 50% of processed raw materials and are responsible for over 50% of waste 
going to landfill.   
Is Fixing the Code the right thing to be thinking about? What about thinking about 
our personal Code. Our code of conduct. Our Code of ethics. Our professional 
responsibility to society as well as our communitees and our clients.
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A sculpture of German politicians discussing climate change. Recently Christchurch 
declared a CLIMATE EMERGENCY many other regions and groups have too. Politicians 
should declare a national climate emergency.
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Building better more energy efficient, environmentally friendly homes will also be 
better for our health and wellbeing and financial sustainability as well as mitigating 
climate change. 
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Icing on the quake
We got to test drive this home after feb 22 when we move here after our house was 
damaged and consequently learn about how well the design works.
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Hawkesbury Ave, St Albans
We rented this house after the EQ could not get anything better as we had two dogs
and lots of competition for rentals at the time
This house had problems, sodden house syndrome
Could not be heated even with dehumidifier running constantly
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Mould on fire place and carpet 
Mould, rising damp, not evident in summer
Not heat-able in winter - unheathy
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Cold but able to be heated because dry and we have added insulation to ceiling and 
under floor
Next is to double glaze 
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ANZ have recently introduced a green mortgage and next month I am presenting a 
Healthy Home Seminar which will also cover the financial literacy around building 
green the ROI and green mortgages. ANZ have based their Healthy Home Loan 
Package on Homestar and offer up to 1% off your mortgage interest rate if you have 
built a home to 6 homestar or above. Many different versions of green mortgage or 
ecoloans and other incentives have been available in other countries for many years. 
Green mortgages and other innovative finance options can incentivise transitioning to 
a low energy and low carbon built environment, which will be better, not just for our 
bank accounts, but also health and wellbeing while mitigating climate change.
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Should we be considering community based standard setting in the absence of 
political will.
What if industry got together and created NSZ 3605: 2020  Healthy carbon zero 
homes

The Building Act 2004 states under ‘Purposes’:
“This Act has the following purposes:
(a) to provide for the regulation of building work, the establishment of a licensing 
regime for building practitioners, and the setting of performance standards for 
buildings to ensure that—

(i) people who use buildings can do so safely and without endangering their health;
and
(ii) buildings have attributes that contribute appropriately to the health, physical
independence, and well-being of the people who use them; and
(iii) people who use a building can escape from the building if it is on fire; and
(iv) buildings are designed, constructed, and able to be used in ways that promote
sustainable development:
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Targets, pathways, impediments, incentives

Net zero carbon 2030 
Net zero energy 2030 (new builds)
Net zero energy 2050 (existing buildings)

V.C. City Code – Greenest City Zero emissions 2025  new bldgs. 2050 all bldgs
Ca.  Inspections $20m 
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Before Jacinda came into office. In her first speech to open the election campaign she 
reference this quote from Norman Kirk.
I have underlined somewhere to live. Perhaps it could be changed to somewhere 
decent to live, 
Some where decent to living the is not going to make you sick that is not going to 
make you sick and harness you to a lifetime of mammoth power bills.    
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Late 2015 we complete 2 homes in Church Square that are NZ’s first 10 star 
Superhomes. 
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You don’t need to have a homestar rating to be a SUPERHOME but if you did get it 
certificated under that scale it would in the range of 7-10
Homestar measures the way a home performs – thermal performance, health and 
comfort, use of energy and other resources, water, waste, management air quality, 
healthiness and general amenity and functionality

NZ Building Code is about 3……. 
Auckland Unitary Plan has 6 stars as a minimum and Chch Proposed District Plan 
called for a minimum of 6 stars, which was seen as a healthy and affordable level, but 
this was not well enough supported by the industry and local council and ultimately 
rejected by central government
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A useful VR online app for the homeowners, industry and stakeholders to review 
options to build better and explore operational costs vrs capital costs (build costs) of 
the various innovations
what each level of homestar gives you in terms of cost vrs performance healthy and 
comfort. 
Plus what the monthly power bill will be comparsion to a NZ standard house 
The long term savings have massive effect when this surplus savings are added to 
mortgage payments. (a mortgage calculator is incorporated into the app)      
%  increase in property value.  The true affordability calculation includes ongoing cost 
of ownership
Other non financial benefits are not displayed in the dashboard – eg. Health and 
wellbeing / psychological benefits Days off work sick, doctor or hospital visits etc
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Cantabrians have the opportunity of seeing, touching and feeling the warmth of 
homes built to the Superhome standard during the Movement’s annual tour.
Held for the last three years, a record 10,000 people attended the tours last year 
visiting 12 homes over three weekends. “The tours are really popular and people love 
going into the homes on
a cold winters day, seeing how warm the house is, asking what the power bill is and 
who the designer and builder was and what it cost.”
Consumer and trade awareness is a key objective of the popular tours. “We’re getting 
in front of people, influencing their decision making and educating them about the 
benefits of building well above building code minimum. We want to educate 
consumers on ways to achieve better homes, and why it is beneficial to their health, 
livelihoods, and the economic, social, and environmental future of the communities 
we live in.”
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The movement's activities and events provide open source sharing of new design 
ideas, technologies, and building techniques by connecting leading experts with 
homeowners, designers, builders. SHM liaises with industry, researchers, education 
providers, government, stakeholders, to collaborate towards achieving higher 
building standards for all New Zealand homes.
SUPERHOME movement was created because we were dismayed by the poor quality 
homes being built in NZ. Building Code is used the target for almost all homes but its 
suboptimal and unhealthy.   
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Superhome is possibly the wrong name, but we are stuck with it as it is now a 
national group that is well known. Rather than Superhome - Superior to crappy 
building code Home is more accurate. All homes should be superhomes. Its about 
raising the minimum standard in the absence of a satisfactory building code…its not 
just for the elite 1% of top end homes. 
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Sadiq Khan London’s mayor as part of the measure to mitigate climate change has 
pledge 500 million pounds for energy efficiency upgrades to homes and offices.
RIBA Royal Institute of Bitish Architects, declared a climate emergency and all future 
project will first need to meet minimum environmental credentials to be eligible for 
entry into awards
Bill de Blasio, New York’s mayor has banned full glass buildings in NY City.
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How does SUPERHOME movement have a role in helping to successfully survive the 
slowdown. What is the superhome movement.
Buildings account for more than 40% of energy demand and one-third of greenhouse 
gas emissions. Due to their long lifetime, buildings can leave a lasting legacy of 
environmental impacts for generations to come.
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The Carbon Code
My favorite code of conduct
Star Trek… 
To explore strange new worlds
To seek out new lifeand civilizations
To boldy go where no one has gone before

What should we do ? Explore strange new worlds
Why are we doing it? To find new life
How should we do it ? Boldy
Its all there Its all clear
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Ratings Or Validation by Monitoring. Only 
1/1000 projects get any sort of rating. It’s 
a talkfest and very few are walking the 
walk. It can be a bit of a pissing contest 
for the industry instead of driving 
transformational change for the industry 
and community. Rating tools theoretical predictions of designs and 

monitoring measured validation of the built buildings. Rating tool alone don’t go far 
enough and are not having enough influence due to low voluntary up take.
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But in NZ they continue to rise in size
It may surprise you to know NZ houses are bigger than American on average
NZ have the second biggest houses in the world, 2nd to Canada but they are cold and 
inefficient, eco-unfriendly
Another disturbing statistic is NZ have the second most expensive house building cost 
in the world.
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This first 10 star is a :
2 stories. > 3 Bedrooms > 137 sqm > 70sqm  on each floor 
Tiny >  no second lounge > carport no garage.
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Same piece of wall view with a thermal camera: 
Inside > average temperature 17degrees 
Ouside > 1 degree
> No heat loss, not heat lick. 
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PVC or Thermally broken aluminium windows 
Rating system now available for windows. 
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Windows recessed into the wall, on line with the insulation.
in the right place in the wall > warm part of the wall.

No condensation.
European style window details
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- Because LVL is stronger > we’ve got less timber. 
- Less timber at the corner > because of the way it is fixed
- Less timber for wall junctions > 3 studs replaced with ‘frame saver’ by metal 

angles.
- Dwangs ‘on edge’ to allow continuous insulation without thermal bridging. 
- less timber > more insulation > for a better external envelope 
- Appication in the Homestar tool > 140 frame  and  an innovation point
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